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ABSTRACT
The present study was conducted at six Basma tobacco production centres, viz. Esencay, Endikpinar, Uzumlu, Karayaka, Evciler and Yenice in 2016 and 2017. The aim was to find the best stable hybrid Basma tobacco lines with attributes desired by the growers and buyer firms. Four hybrid lines and their parents were used as the plant material of the study. Plant height, leaf width, leaf length, yield, grade index characteristics were investigated and nicotine, glucose, fructose, chlorogenic acid and rutin analyses were performed with an HPLC system. Genotype stabilities were determined with regard to yield and grade index. Attribute means, regression coefficient (b), regression constant (a), coefficient of determination ($r^2$), coefficient of variation (CV%) and standard deviation of regression ($S^2d$) were used as the stability parameters. As the average of six locations, plant height was 109.22 cm, number of leaves was 28.34, leaf width was 12.09 cm, leaf length was 22.71 cm, yield was 1612.2 kg/ha, grade index was 64.10%, nicotine content was 1.69%, glucose content was 4.54%, fructose content was 5.07%, chlorogenic acid content was 388.32 ppm and rutin content was 607.05 ppm.

Highly aromatic oriental tobaccos are usually preferred in American blends. Current cultivars are not meeting the demands of both the growers and buyers of Basma tobacco resulting in yield and quality losses. Hybrid Basma tobacco production has not been performed worldwide. Yi et al. (2005) carried out a breeding study with different burley tobacco cultivars and reported that resultant hybrids had 2.9% greater yields than the parents. In addition, hybrids also provided 5.8% increase in grower incomes because of increased quality of the tobaccos. Gixhari and Sulovari (2010) carried out a study with oriental tobaccos and reported that hybrids had 2.8-4.7% greater yields than their parents. All these previous hybrid tobacco breeding studies indicated that yield and quality could together be improved or high-yield oriental tobacco cultivars could be developed without any losses in quality.

Hybrid cultivars may yield better outcomes not only in regions with favourable environmental conditions, but also in the regions with poor environmental conditions. Physical and chemical characteristics of tobacco cultivars are largely dominated by genetic structure, agricultural practices, soil texture and fertilization, climate, pests and diseases, lugs, harvest and drying conditions (Godoy et al. 2015). Changes in any one of these factors may result in substantial differences in chemical composition and thus taste of tobacco leaves. Therefore, in breeding new tobacco lines, these issues should be taken into consideration and resultant hybrids should be cultured in adapted ecologies.

Decreasing oriental-type tobacco production created an insufficiency in meeting the demands of world tobacco markets. It is quite hard to get desired yield and quality levels, therefore producers easily give up oriental tobacco production activities. Despite the existence of several Basma tobacco cultivars in the world, there is still a need for high yield and quality cultivars able to satisfy both the growers and tobacco industry. This study was conducted to develop a new hybrid Basma tobacco cultivar with superior characteristics. In this way, it will be possible to meet the demands of both Basma farmers and private sector buyers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, 4 Basma hybrid lines, viz. Nail × Katerini ($H_1$), Xanthi-2A × Katerini ($H_2$), Katerini × Erbaa ($H_3$) and Canik × Erbaa ($H_4$) and their parents, viz. Nail ($P_1$), Katerini ($P_2$), Xanthi-2A ($P_3$), Erbaa ($P_4$) and Canik-10821 ($P_5$) which have been prominent since 2011 were used. Experiments were conducted at six locations, viz. Esencay, Endikpinar, Uzumlu, Karayaka, Evciler and Yenice that best
represent the Basma production centers in 2016-17. There were no significant differences between the climate data (temperature and relative humidity) for the experimental years between long-term climate data, but experimental locations had about 35% less precipitations in both years than the long-term averages. Soil samples were taken from 0-30 cm soil profile and analyzed at university laboratories. Soils of 2016 locations were clay in texture, strong alkaline, poor in organic matter, sufficient in phosphorus in Uzunlu location and rich in phosphorus in the other two locations. Soils of locations in 2017 were sandy-clay in texture, slight-medium alkaline, medium in organic matter, rich in potassium and poor in phosphorus. Different from the other locations, Karayaka soils were sandy-loam in texture.

Experiments were conducted under farmer’s conditions without irrigation. Seedlings were placed into vials in controlled greenhouse conditions. Experiments were conducted in randomized block design with 3 replications. Each plot was 4 m long and composed of 4 plant rows. Experimental plots were treated with 60 kg/ha nitrogen, 40 kg/ha phosphorus (P₂O₅) and 60 kg/ha potassium (K₂O). All fertilizer treatments to plots were performed right before the plantation and fertilizers were incorporated into the soil. Dried leaves were weighed and set at 17% moisture. Then, yields were calculated and organoleptic observations were performed (Kurt and Ayan 2014). Samples were taken from the weighed tobaccos for chemical analyses and they were ground at zero moisture. Agronomic characteristics (plant height, leaf width, leaf length), yield, grade index and chemical contents (nicotine, glucose, fructose, invert sugar (glucose+fructose), chlorogenic acid, rutin and chlorogenic acid+rutin were investigated. Extractions were performed with 1% acetic acid and acetonitrile for nicotine; with 1% acetic acid and methanol for glucose and fructose; with water and acetonitrile for chlorogenic acid and rutin. Extracts were analyzed with the aid of an HPLC system equipped with DAD detector for nicotine, chlorogenic acid and rutin and with RI detector for glucose and fructose (Moghbel et al. 2015, Cirak et al. 2016).

Resultant data were subjected to variance analyses in accordance with randomized block design through combining the years and locations and means were compared with Duncan’s multiple range test. Genotype stabilities were investigated for yield and grade index parameters. The genotypes with a regression coefficient (b) close to 1, parameter mean greater than the general mean, a positive regression constant (a), a high coefficient of determination (r²), a low coefficient of variation (CV%) and standard deviation of regression (S₂d) were assumed to be stable (Albayrak 2005).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Yield and quality are assessed together in new cultivar breeding studies of oriental tobaccos. Tobacco dry leaf yield and quality are influenced by several factors. Plant genetics and growing ecology are the primary ones.

Plant heights of the parents and hybrids varied between 34.4-161.9 cm and genotypes (G) and genotype × environment (G×E) interaction were found to be significant (P<0.01). Effects of dominant genes on plant height and hybrid power were mentioned in previous studies (Butorac et al. 2004), but such a case was not observed in present study. Number of leaves varied between 20.5-41.0 and again genotypes and GxE interaction were found to be significant (P<0.01). While the greatest number of leaves was obtained from P₂ cultivar, average of parent was greater than the average of hybrids. There are some studies indicating existence of hybrid power in number of leaves, low hybrid powers (Butorac et al. 2004, Gixhari and Sulovari 2010) and no hybrid power in number of leaves. The leaf lengths of six environment varied between 12.7-33.8 cm and differences in leaf lengths were found to be significant at P<0.01 level. The greatest leaf length was obtained from P₂ cultivar because of type-effect (Table 1). Parallel to study of Dylgerski and Dimanov (2012) indicating leaf lengths of between 7.7-7.5 and hybrid power of 4.7%, an average 3.8% hybrid power was observed in present study.

Leaf widths varied between 6.1-19.5 cm and differences in leaf widths were found to be significant. Dylgerski and Dimanov (2012) mentioned yield-improving effect of leaf width and other researchers (Butorac et al. 2004) mentioned about hybrid power in leaf widths because of dominancy. Leaf widths of hybrids were 13% greater than the leaf widths of parents. Such a case was also reflected on yields and hybrids had 14% greater yields than the parents. High heterosis in leaf yields indicate the effects of dominant genes on this attribute. Butorac et al. (2004) and Gixhari et al. (2010) reported similar findings. Different response of genotypes to the environment is mostly related to ecology, climate and soil factors. Present experiments were conducted at six locations with altitudes of between 232-609 m. Differences in altitudes may alter average temperature, relative humidity, CO₂ content and total precipitation. The changes in ecology may then alter day-night temperature differences, thus net photosynthesis rates, light intensity and durations, dry matter accumulation and genetic potentials. Yield values varied in a broad range between 502.6-2992.9 kg/ha (P<0.01). The greatest yield values were obtained from H₁ and H₂ genotypes and yields of hybrids were 18% greater than the yields of the parent. A grade index value varied between 40-100% and the greatest performance in two years and at six locations was obtained from the P₂. The H₂ and H₁ genotypes including P₂ were also placed into the same statistical group and had greater grade index than the other hybrids (Table 1).

In all chemical characteristics directly influencing the quality, hybrids had greater values than the parents and G and G×E interaction were found to be significant. While stable genotypes with the greatest yield and performance are put forward agronomically, market demands are considered to decide about chemical characteristics. Nicotine demands of leaf-tobacco buying companies vary between 2.2-2.7%. Although present nicotine contents varied between 0.5-3.49%, average nicotine contents were
below these demanded values. Such a deficiency can be eliminated with nitrogenous fertilizers (Karaivazoglou et al. 2006) and planting density (Bilalis et al. 2015). A similar case is also valid for glucose, fructose and reduced sugar and markets usually demand parallel values with nicotine or demand high sugar contents. Glucose, fructose and reduced sugar (glucose + fructose) contents varied respectively between 1.2-13.2%, 0.4-10.9% and 1.5-23.8%. The greatest sugar content was observed in parent Nail. All of the hybrids had greater values than the parents and they were all placed into the same statistical group (table 1).

Present sugar contents were generally within desired values, but they can easily be improved with various agricultural practices. Besides nicotine and reduced sugars, designating taste and smoking characteristics, secondary metabolites directly effective in color, taste and aroma should also be taken into consideration in product design and formation processes. Of these secondary metabolites, polyphenols are the most significant ones and chlorogenic acid and rutin are the most common polyphenols in tobaccos (Wang et al. 2008). Xie et al. (2011) investigated chlorogenic acid and rutin contents of oriental tobaccos in China and reported these values respectively as 1560 ppm and 4240 ppm. In present study, chlorogenic acid contents varied between 110.3-948.2 ppm, rutin contents varied between 163.3-1287.5 ppm and total of these two polyphenols varied between 273.6-2235.7 ppm. Tobaccos are quite sensitive to genetic and environmental factors, thus present polyphenol contents were generally lower than the earlier reports (Ji et al. 2013). Hybrids had greater polyphenol values than the parents (table 1).

With regard to stability of the genotypes, it was observed that all of the hybrids had yield values greater than the general average. Since $H_3$ hybrid had a regression coefficient (b) far from 1, $H_4$ hybrid had a negative regression constant (a), $H_1$ and $H_2$ hybrids were found to be stable...
index values were achieved in H₂ and H₁ hybrids. With regard to chemical characteristics, hybrids were able to meet market demands. H₂ hybrid was identified as the most stable hybrid with regard to yield and grade index. Cultivar registration will be proposed for this hybrid prominent with these characteristics. This hybrid with superior attributes over the other genotypes will be a registered hybrid tobacco cultivar able to be used in tobacco culture of primary oriental tobacco producer countries of the world such as Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and Macedonia.
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